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This thesis analyses the interplay between Western Allied policymakers and the governments 
of Denmark, Norway and Sweden during the Great War. It explores to what 
extent Allied economic warfare authorities were able to dictate terms to their 
Scandinavian counterparts on matters of trade policy, and examines whether 
there is such a thing as a “Scandinavian experience” of the Allied blockade of 
Germany. The thesis consists of an introductory chapter, followed by a two-part main 
body. 

The first of these parts is a three chapter long secondary source-driven study of 
wartime Scandinavian trade and trade policies between 1914 and 1917. It reassesses the 
findings of the established Scandinavian historiography in light of more recent 
publications on Allied blockade efforts during the early stages of the war. The section 
argues that the British-led blockade during the early stages of the war was ineffective, 
allowing Scandinavian trade flows to shift as the Central Powers began to reroute trade 
through the Danish, Swedish and Norwegian domestic markets. From late 1915 onwards, 
these shifts were gradually reversed as British authorities reformed their economic warfare 
strategy.

The second part of the thesis is a five chapter long primary source-driven study of the late 
war trade negotiations between Allied and Scandinavian authorities. It uses archival 
material from the Danish Foreign Ministry, the British Ministry of Blockade and the 
American War Trade Board to show how British, and later American and inter-Allied 
economic warfare authorities were gradually able to harness and coordinate trade control 
efforts in Scandinavia over the course of 1917 and 1918. Scandinavian governments 
were eventually forced to accept severe restrictions on their external trade, in return for 
continued access to increasingly important international western markets. The Danish, 
Norwegian and Swedish governments nevertheless retained a degree of economic and 
diplomatic freedom through to the end of the war. Consequently, Western Allied economic 
warfare authorities remained unable to impose full control over Scandinavian trade.
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